Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Ops_Gregg says:
::on bridge at station::

CSO_Gol says:
::On bridge in Big chair::

Host TAC_Likar says:
::Logs onto the Tactical system::

MO_Asimov says:
:: still dreaming of dark clouds ::

FCOLorien says:
::exiting quarters, rushing a bit as she is almost late to start her duty shift::

Tempator says:
:: at sickbay, deciding to go to another location :: ~~~~~ Althera: What do you think if we go to .....errr... Engineering? ~~~~~~

CMOLinard says:
::is lying on the floor of Sickbay...silently watching Dario and Anna::

Host TAC_Likar says:
::Refreshes all sensor scans, and sets auto-refresh::

Althera says:
::in sickbay making final adjustments to the panel::~~~Tempator: good, we should be able to do more there~~~

MO_Asimov says:
:: Dark cloud are taking shape of different vessel ::

Host TAC_Likar says:
::Notices log entry about a security team that was dispatched to Sickbay::

CSO_Gol says:
::continues to examine the files that were retrieved from the derelict ship::

FCOLorien says:
::enters the TL after a couple leaves it, and almost shouts to the computer:: TL: Bridge!

Host XOmathews says:
::continues on way to sickbay::

Host TAC_Likar says:
::No other log entries about the team, so assumes everything is going fine::

Tempator says:
~~~~~~~ Althera: Let's go, then ~~~~~~~ :: heads to the turbolift ::

FCOLorien says:
::looking down at her uniform, wonders if it is crampled or crumpled, rubs her hands over the wrinkles anyway::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: As Gol is examining the files retrieved from the derelict a previously undetected file is discovered

MO_Asimov says:
:: The ship is starting (in his dream) are starting to shoot on him and Falba::

CSO_Gol says:
Computer: Play file A2398Omega.

Tempator says:
TL: er.. Engineering

Host AGM_John says:
Science officers journal: Although #$@^#%# too late, I believe I have found a means of destroying the parasites which #@$@$# ship. They 
seem to react negatively to extreme ranges of sonic waves. #@$@%$# a combination of ultra low @$%#@ high may damage their cohesion.

FCOLorien says:
::the TL's doors finally open and she rushes out onto the bridge, tripping over some officer or another::

Tempator (turbolift.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
::enters Sickbay::

CSO_Gol says:
::works on trying to clear up the message::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Ship fire (in his dream) hit his wife ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: start to wake up.. :: Aloud: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO !!!!!!!!

CMOLinard says:
::watches Dario and Anna leave and makes way to MO::

MO_Asimov says:
Aloud: FALBA !!!

Tempator says:
:: with Althera, reaches deck 11 and heads to Engineering ::

CMOLinard says:
::shakes MO:: MO: Antoine?....Antoine...wake up......

MO_Asimov says:
:: Getting extremely agitated.. confuse and wonder where he is.. ::

FCOLorien says:
::awkwardly takes her station after an expedient brief from the gamma shift officer::

MO_Asimov says:
Linard: Where am I.. what.. ..

CMOLinard says:
MO: We were knocked out.....Dario and Anna just left....I think they said something about Engineering

Tempator says:
:: reaches Engineering :: ~~~~~ Althera: Seems to be here, isn't it? ~~~~~~~~~~

MO_Asimov says:
::Looking around.. still feeling the dizziness cause by the shock.. ::

Althera says:
::heads to Engineering::~~~Tempator: there are so many here~~~ ::glances at the officers they are passing::

MO_Asimov says:
Linard: You must warn engineering to seal the area immediately..

Host XOmathews says:
::looks around in sickbay::

Althera says:
~~~Tempator: yes, I think so~~~

FCOLorien says:
::rubs her eyes and runs a level 3 diagnostic on her systems::

CSO_Gol says:
Likar: I'd like a report on what happened in sickbay. When can you have it ready?

MO_Asimov says:
Linard: I am confident that Dario and Anna are not themselves.... ::see the XO:; XO: Commander !

Tempator says:
ENG: ALL leave this place!.... We have to shelter the area!!...

Host XOmathews says:
MO: What happened here?

Host TAC_Likar says:
Gol: Sir?

Tempator says:
~~~ Althera: I hope that works ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CMOLinard says:
::taps commbadge:: *Linard to Engineering*

MO_Asimov says:
XO: ... it's Susman and Kent-Matthews sir..

Host XOmathews says:
MO: What about them?

CSO_Gol says:
Likar: The security team that was dispatched there. What did they find?

FC_Triton says:
::exits shuttle bay and enters TL:: computer: Bridge please

MO_Asimov says:
:; Start getting up:: XO: I am confident that they are under the control of an alien force..

Althera says:
::looks around engineering... points to a control panel::~~~Tempator: I'm sure it will darling... will this console do?~~~

CSO_Gol says:
Computer: Play both logs, in succession, that were obtained from the derelict ship.

FCOLorien says:
::leans back in her chair, all systems are doing ok, as usual... or is it for a change?::

Host TAC_Likar says:
Gol: They haven't reported in.

Host XOmathews says:
::helps Asimov up:: MO: Explain

CMOLinard says:
MO: There's no answer....they must already be there

MO_Asimov says:
XO: The way the strike us with somesort of mental power.. Susman could never have done that..

Tempator says:
~~~~~~~~ Althera: I think that's the ......faster than light thingy.... But we need to block their access to this deck...~~~~~~~~

MO_Asimov says:
:: Go to a computer nearby.. and try to access the sensors logs from the Bio-sensors install in sickbay ::

CMOLinard says:
XO: and he never puts up a fight like he did when we examined him

FC_Triton says:
::exits TL steps on to bridge:: Gol: Lt. Zaldivar reporting from training sir, may I take my post?

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: I was afraid of that..

CSO_Gol says:
Likar: I want a report as soon as possible. We need to determine what happened on that ship and if it could be affecting us.

Host TAC_Likar says:
Gol: Understood...

Althera says:
~~~~Tempator: good, I'll start there then.~~~ ::points to another console::

FCOLorien says:
::turns to watch the boss and smiles... about to shout "yipee!"::

Host XOmathews says:
CMO/MO: Where are they now?

MO_Asimov says:
:: Push a few buttons on the computer console.... accessing Sensors data ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: hear the XO.. will let the CMO respond ::

CSO_Gol says:
Computer: Play previous logs.

Host TAC_Likar says:
*Security Team* Likar to Owens[head of security team]....

CMOLinard says:
XO: Dario said they were going to engineering....they're there by now

MO_Asimov says:
:: Check the readings.. see what kind of wave Susman and Kent use to knock them down.. ::

Tempator says:
~~~~~~~ :: reads Susman mind :: Althera: NOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!1.. Do you want us all to die??? ~~~~~~~~~~~~

Host AGM_John says:
<Computer> a faint voice is heard through a lot if static:>.;>:::;..:;:>;.: last log;.;.;:>;.:;.; alien entities >;>;>..;;.;.control ship:.;

MO_Asimov says:
XO: Sir.. before you go.. I believe that you will require some protection..

FCOLorien says:
::stands and looks as efficient as she can, crumpled or crampled uniform and all:: Triton: Welcome back, sir.

Host AGM_John says:
<computer>Science officers journal: Although #$@^#%# too late, I believe I have found a means of destroying the parasites which #@$@$# 
ship. They seem to react negatively to extreme ranges of sonic waves. #@$@%$# a combination of ultra low @$%#@ high may damage their cohesion.

Host XOmathews says:
*CSO* Lock onto Lt.Susman and Lt.Kent-Mathews, beam them directly to the brig

Host TAC_Likar says:
<Owens> ::Unconscious::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Pick up a Cortical stimulator.. and try to set it to sent a specific series of Delta wave.. ::

Althera says:
::goes to the console and accesses the controls... stops quickly::~~~Tempator: what?... then where?~~~

FC_Triton says:
Lorien: Thank you Lorien, I hope the ship doesn't have any new dents....::takes the helm::

CSO_Gol says:
*XO* Understood. Ops: Beam Susman and Kent-Mathews to the brig.

MO_Asimov says:
:: Hoping that his plan will work ::

FCOLorien says:
::giggles:: Triton: I just took my post sir, We've been working extra shifts to make up for your absence.

Ops_Gregg CSO: aye sir ::locks on transporters and beams Susman and Kent to the Brig:: (Transporter.wav)
Tempator says:

~~~~~~~~ Althera: The other one!.. To your right! ~~~~~~~~~ :: powers off shield stuff ::
Host TAC_Likar says:

*Owens* Owens... come in.
Tempator says:

ooooooooooooooooppps
CSO_Gol says:

XO: What happened down there?
FC_Triton says:
Lorien: You've done a fine job, thank you for keeping her in one piece. ::smiles::

MO_Asimov says:
:: approach the CMO with the Cortical stimulator::CMO: Sir.. can you tell me if you think that this could work ?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Susman and Kent appear in Brig

Host XOmathews says:
*CSO* They are under alien control, was the transport successful?

CSO_Gol says:
*XO* Yes.

Tempator says:
Oh.. oh... ~~~~~~~~~~~Althera: Where are we? What did they do?? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Host TAC_Likar says:
Gol: Sir, the security team isn't responding

FCOLorien says:
FCO: Permission to leave the bridge, sir ::smiles back, hopes he doesn't see the dent in the outer hull's paint after that stray asteroid she managed to hit with the 
deflector dish down a couple of days ago::

CMOLinard says:
::looks at instrument:: MO: it may help...but at the mental power they are using...not a lot...we'll need something a little stronger

Host XOmathews says:
*CSO* Good, I want you, CMO and MO to meet me by the brig, we have to get them back

Althera says:
~~~Tempator:this place... it's... it's like some sort of holding cell~~~

FC_Triton says:
Lorien: Granted...

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: I was thinking the same thing.. ::pick up a hypospray ::

Tempator says:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ #^#%%U#%*%^#%$@#!@#%#$^%@ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FCOLorien says:
FCO: Thank you sir ::heads off the bridge::

CSO_Gol says:
*XO* Understood. I have determined what happened to the other ship. I'll bring a PADD with my analysis.

CMOLinard says:
:: goes to laboratory and gets a strong stimulant:: MO: this should work a little better

MO_Asimov says:
:: Take a vial of Asinolyathin and put into the hypospray ::

Host XOmathews says:
*CSO* Good

CMOLinard says:
MO: We'd better get to the Brig

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: Aye sir..

Host XOmathews says:
::starts for the brig::

MO_Asimov says:
:: make sure to pick a medkit.. ::

Althera says:
::looks around the room for anything they can use::~~~Tempator: what now? ~~~

MO_Asimov says:
:: Follow the CMO afterward.. leave sickbay in the hand of Ensign Ezel ::

CMOLinard says:
::takes medical tricorder and extra hypos and heads for brig::

Host XOmathews says:
::arrives in the brig::

CMOLinard says:
::enters TL:: TL: brig

Tempator says:
~~~~~~~~~~~ Althera: Well.. As soon as someone gets into the room, we take over them ~~~~~~~~~~~~~`

Althera says:
~~~Tempator: Now is the chance... go darling~~~

SO_Jabsa says:
::lifts her head from her console to look at the CSO:: CSO: Sir, is there anything you'd like me to do during your absence?

MO_Asimov says:
:: See that the stimulant that the CMO picked up is Formazine .. it should work.. ::

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: Sir.. I believe that I should be the first to enter the room.. just in case..

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: You have the con.

CMOLinard says:
MO: Alright...but may I ask why?

CSO_Gol says:
SO: Continue working on the logs from the other ship, I need to know every word that was said.

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: In case they pull one of their tricks again... you will be ready to revive us..

MO_Asimov says:
:: see that the TL as arrive.. ::

SO_Jabsa says:
CSO: Aye, sir

CMOLinard says:
MO: Understood......I'll be ready

CMOLinard says:
::readies two hypos::

Tempator says:
:: gets out of Susman's body and goes into Mathews body :: 

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: Thank you sir.. :: enter Brig Room.. ::

CSO_Gol ::heads to TL: TL: Brig. (Deck.wav)

SO_Jabsa says:
::taps her console to be able to access the data the CSO was working on previously, and starts trying to clean the message::

FC_Triton says:
::stands takes seat in big chair, then transfers helm commands to new location::

Tempator is now known as CE_Susman.

MO_Asimov says:
:: inject himself with powerful stimulant and active cortical stimulator ::

XOmathews is now known as Tempator.

CE_Susman says:
Now what the hell??!!!

CSO_Gol says:
::exits TL ands enters the brig::

MO_Asimov says:
:: See that something is going wrong :: XO: What is going on here ???

CE_Susman says:
:: gets far from Kent's side :: 

FC_Triton says:
OPS: Gregg can you fill me in on the ships status?

CMOLinard says:
::enters brig::

Host Tempator says:
MO: Go back to sickbay

Althera says:
::gets ready to leave Anna's body... leaves and enters Linard::

MO_Asimov says:
:: See the CMO arrive :: XO: Sir.. is everything under control.. ::looking into the XO's eye ::

CE_Susman says:
*OPS* Lock the entire brig and beam me the hell out of here!!!

SO_Jabsa says:
::frowns as it doesn't seem to be working, there's a lot of @%$#@!$ still left in it... ultra low and what high sonic waves?::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Pick up tricorder.. ::

MO_Asimov (Tricorder.wav)

Ops_Gregg says:
FC: aye sir,all systems running at peak efficiency

Althera is now known as CnsKent-M..
MO_Asimov says:
:: scan Susman and Kent.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Here is my analysis. ::hands the XO the PADD:: I believe the log that I retrieved suggests that ultra high and low sonic waves can get rid of the parasites in our 
crew members.

CMOLinard says:
::sense an entity entering her body and fights it::...No!!

Host Tempator says:
::disengages forcefield::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Turns to Linard:: CMO: Sir.. are you alright.. ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: takeover successful

SO_Jabsa says:
::tries to clean the rest of the log, why didn't they put their idea into work?::

CE_Susman says:
*OPS* JIM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

MO_Asimov says:
:: See that the XO as disengage the forcefield.. suddenly has a bad feeling about all this.. ::

Ops_Gregg says:
*CE* Dario,what's going on?

CMOLinard says:
Althera: get out!!.......::Kathleen is silenced::

CMOLinard is now known as Althera.

MO_Asimov says:
COMPUTER: Computer ..erect a level 3 force field around the brig area.. Authorization Asimov Beta Tango

FC_Triton says:
OPS: Erect a forcefield around the brig transport Susman to his quarters and erect a forcefield around there also...until we can sort out what's going on I don't want to take any chances...

MO_Asimov (Force Field.wav)

Host Tempator says:
::moves back into Dario::

Tempator is now known as XOmathews.

CE_Susman says:
*OPS* Don't you hear me?... Beam ...

CE_Susman is now known as Tempator.

SO_Jabsa says:
Computer: I need a complete simulation about the result of combined ultra low and high sonic waves in the members of this ship, will it affect negatively any of them?

Tempator says:
*OPS*:..oh...forget that ...

MO_Asimov says:
Computer: Activate bio-alert in brig area.. ..

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Sir?

Ops_Gregg FC: aye sir..::locks on Dario and transport him to his quarters and erect a forcefield around his quarters:: (Transporter.wav)
MO_Asimov (Console Confirmation.wav)

CnsKent-M says:
::stutters::All: wha... what? ::looks at Austin::

Althera says:
~~~~~~~Where are you my love?~~~~~~~

SO_Jabsa says:
Computer: add a report on the hypothesis that two of them are being affected in... uh... use the data from the last scans realized on Lts Kent and Susman.

Tempator says:
~~~~~~~~~~~~ Althera: I really want to know....~~~~~~~~~

MO_Asimov says:
:: Look around.. trying to figure out who is who.. ::

FC_Triton says:
Brig: XO can you respond? What is your status?

SO_Jabsa says:
::taps fingers on the console, waiting patiently for the computer to say that the parameters are not enough or something of the sort::

CnsKent-M says:
::runs to Austin::Austin: I... I couldn't resist it.

MO_Asimov says:
*FCO*: This is Lt.Asimov to the bridge.. the situation is really confusing right now.. I recommend you send a security team in the area ASAP..

Ops_Gregg says:
FC: sir someone erected a forcefield in the brig,transport unsuccessful

MO_Asimov says:
::take his tricorder.. and scan the people in the brig.. ::

Althera says:
~~~~~~Tempator: what shall we do now? I think they know about us~~~~~~~~~~~

MO_Asimov (Tricorder.wav)

Tempator says:
:: realizes that he is still aside her :: Althera: Well.. We're still here....

FC_Triton says:
MO: I can't do that right now more bodies would just add to the confusion....

MO_Asimov says:
*FC*: Agreed.. but make sure those forcefield remain active until you receive my authorization..

Althera says:
::smiles at her love ~~~~~ Tempator: yes we are..

Host XOmathews says:
Anna: Are you ok?

CSO_Gol ::decides something strange is going on, accesses nearest console and implements strategy to get rid of the parasites by using ultra high an low sonic waves:: (Console2.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
:: Try to determine who is who.. ::

SO_Jabsa says:
::receives the report from the computer: no lifeforms in the ship would be negatively affected by the sonic waves, with the exception of a couple of pets that would get 
kind of upset::

MO_Asimov says:
:: decide there is only one way to make sure.. ::

FC_Triton says:
OPS: evacuate the brig level and erect a second forcefield around that entire level

CnsKent-M says:
Austin: I... I don't know... I think so.

Althera says:
::Kathleen fights Althera out of her body....A;Althera leaves and goes to Anna::

SO_Jabsa says:
::and obviously, there is no enough data about the parasites infecting her superiors. Oh well::

MO_Asimov says:
XO: Sir.. with your permission.. I'd like to sedate everyone.. just in case.. for precaution..

Host XOmathews says:
MO: Do it

CnsKent-M says:
::struggles with Althera.. trying to resist her::

MO_Asimov says:
:: prepare his hypospray :: XO : Aye sir.. :: approach Susman with Hypospray.. ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Inject him with a powerful sedative.. ::

Althera says:
::almost falls over from transfer:: ....out!!!!.......

FC_Triton says:
*Brig*: XO whats your status? CMO??

Tempator says:
MO: stay back!!!!!!!.. Or I'll kill her! :: points Linard :: ~~~~~~~~ Althera: If she dies, get into him ~~~~~~~~~~~

MO_Asimov says:
:: approach Kent.. prepare another powerful dose of sedative ::

SO_Jabsa says:
*CSO* Sir, I am afraid I have been unable to recover more data from the derelict's science officer log.

MO_Asimov says:
:: See that Dario is reacting badly ::

Tempator says:
:: gets stunned ::

CnsKent-M says:
::Althera: no... you can't::

Host XOmathews says:
*FC* Separate the bridge from the rest of the ship with a force field, do not obey any other orders

Althera says:
::freezes::

MO_Asimov says:
Susman: well. well.. alright.. calm down.. there is no need to panic..

Althera says:
Ok.......

Ops_Gregg FC: aye sir...*Deck 2" all personnel please evacuate the deck forcefiled will be in place..::erecting forcefield as soon as all personnel are off the deck:: (Force Field.wav)

Althera is now known as CMOLinard.

MO_Asimov says:
:: realize that the sedative didn't work on Susman ::

CnsKent-M is now known as Althera.

FC_Triton says:
SO: without the CSO here I need a plan from you...how do we get rid of those aliens?

CSO_Gol says:
*SO* That's fine just implement an ultra high and low sonic wave across the entire ship. I've already done it in the brig.

TAC_Likar says:
::Shakes his head.... clearing out the last of the sleepiness::

SO_Jabsa says:
*CSO* Aye, sir. ::wonders why all the ship, but shrugs and starts doing as requested::

Althera says:
~~~::Uses mental strength to knock Asimov unconscious::~~~

Host AGM_John says:
Action: aliens respond to Sonic wave with great pain

Tempator says:
MO: I'll kill ......you..........:: snores ::

TAC_Likar says:
::Looks at the scans::

FC_Triton says:
OPS:: I think we should flood the entire Brig with a powerful sedative...any suggestions?

SO_Jabsa says:
::monitors the ultra high and low sonic waves throughout the entire ship::

TAC_Likar says:
XO: The aliens are in pain....

Althera says:
::screams in pain:: ~~~Tempator: what are they doing~~~

TAC_Likar says:
XO: The Sonic waves are having their effect..

MO_Asimov says:
:: see that Dario is starting to crawl down ::

CSO_Gol says:
TAC: Have security teams locate the aliens and their hosts. Send a medical team once you've found them.

MO_Asimov says:
:: Prepare another dose of stimulant.. ::

Tempator says:
~~~~~~ Althera: Dunno.... PAIN!!! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ops_Gregg says:
FC: hmm I'm picking up sonic waves coming from the brig sir,don't really know what they are doing

MO_Asimov says:
:: Inject Linard and Matthews with it.. ::

FC_Triton says:
*Brig* Status report please...XO,. CMO, CSO...someone respond!

TAC_Likar says:
Gol: Aye... ::sends orders to security teams::

MO_Asimov (Hypospray.wav)

CMOLinard says:
MO: it's working....they are weakening

MO_Asimov says:
*FC*: Sir.. whatever you are doing.. keep doing it.. it's working..

Host AGM_John says:
Action: aliens leave Susman and Kent

CSO_Gol says:
*FCO* Turn off this @#@ forcefield so I can leave the brig!

Tempator is now known as CE_Susman.

SO_Jabsa says:
OPS: Both CSO and I are responsible for that. We are trying to get rid of the aliens that way

FC_Triton says:
TAC: Belay that order no one else goes near the brig until I know whats going on...

MO_Asimov says:
:: see that Susman and Kent are now on the floor.. scan them.. ::

Althera says:
~~~Tempator: I can't hold...~~~

TAC_Likar says:
Triton: Aye.... ::Cancels team's orders::

FC_Triton says:
CEO: Sorry Dario I can't do that....

Althera is now known as CnsKent-M.

CMOLinard says:
::goes to Anna and Dario:: MO: they're gone

CE_Susman says:
<Tempator> ~~~~~~~~~~~ I can't.......any....more ~~~~~~~~

Host AGM_John says:
Action: aliens are evaporation and are attempting to go back to derelict.....

CnsKent-M says:
::falls to the floor::

FC_Triton says:
OPS: can you tell me whats happening in there?

MO_Asimov says:
Aloud: They appear to be alright.. whatever was there is gone..

Host XOmathews says:
CSO: Where are the aliens now?

CE_Susman says:
:: wakes up :: FCO: You can't do what?

CE_Susman says:
:: falls down ::

CMOLinard says:
XO: They're still in the ship somewhere

MO_Asimov says:
:; Scan Susman::

Ops_Gregg says:
FC: I'm hearing a lot of screams,whatever the CSO and SO had planned is working

CSO_Gol says:
*SO* Can you activate the derelict ships systems and implement these sonic waves there as well?

CE_Susman says:
:: snots again and sleeps ::

Host XOmathews says:
::goes down to Anna:: Anna: you ok?

CSO_Gol says:
*XO* I don't know no one will turn this forcefield off that's surrounding the brig!

MO_Asimov says:
XO: Sir.. I think that we should bring both of them to sickbay.. for the moment.. they need to be under observation to see if there is no residual damage..

SO_Jabsa says:
*CSO* I am afraid not, sir. The derelict's systems are not operational.

Host XOmathews says:
MO: Understood

Host AGM_John says:
Aliens rematerialize on derelict

Host XOmathews says:
CSO: Can you track the aliens?

TAC_Likar says:
XO: The Aliens are on the derelict

CE_Susman says:
:: ZORT :: ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ

FC_Triton says:
OPS: can you give me the life signs in the brig are any of them abnormal?

MO_Asimov says:
*FC*: Lt.Asimov to the bridge.. you can deactivate the forcefield on Deck 2..

CSO_Gol says:
*XO* Permission to destroy derelict ship sir. Just in case they think they can go hide there?

CnsKent-M says:
::slowly opens eyes... ::Austin: I... I think so... she's gone.

MO_Asimov says:
Computer: Computer.. cancel Bio-Alert..

Host AGM_John says:
<Aliens> NOOOOOOOOO!!!!

MO_Asimov (Console Confirmation.wav)

CSO_Gol says:
*XO* I can't track them from the brig.

Host AGM_John says:
<Aliens> we will be trapped again !!!

Ops_Gregg says:
FC: scanning sir ,all lifesigns are normal sir

FC_Triton says:
XO: what is your status sir? shell we stand down the force field?

Host XOmathews says:
*CSO* Lock photon torpedoes onto that ship

CMOLinard says:
MO: Let's get them to sickbay

Host XOmathews says:
*FC* Yes

MO_Asimov says:
:;Prepare Susman and Kent to be picked up to Sickbay.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
*SO* Lock photon torpedoes on derelict ship.

TAC_Likar says:
::Locks on photon torpedoes::

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: Sir.. it would be hard to get out if the force fields are not lowered..

CE_Susman says:
:: sleeps....and sleeps ::

SO_Jabsa says:
TAC: You heard the CSO ::grinning::

Host XOmathews says:
*TAC* Fire!

TAC_Likar says:
Gol: Locked on sir...

FC_Triton says:
TAC: be ready to fire...NOW!

TAC_Likar says:
XO: Firing... ::Launches six torpedoes::

Host AGM_John (Photon Torpedo.wav)

CSO_Gol says:
TAC: Good fire at will!

Ops_Gregg says:
FC shall I lower the forcefield sir?

CnsKent-M says:
::can not stay awake... ::

SO_Jabsa says:
::enjoys the fireworks, her eyes glued to the big screen::

Host AGM_John (Explode !.wav)

CMOLinard says:
*bridge* we need to get Susman and Kent to sickbay...can you lower the forcefield?

CSO_Gol says:
*SO* Status report.

CE_Susman says:
:: ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ ::

SO_Jabsa says:
Aloud: WOW

Host AGM_John says:
Action: derelict is destroyed.....aliens are gone....

FC_Triton says:
OPS: site to site transfer from brig to sickbay the erect a forcefield around sickbay

FC_Triton says:
OPS: for all of them

TAC_Likar says:
XO: No sign of the aliens ... the derelict has been destroyed

CSO_Gol says:
::reaches out to see if forcefield around brig is still active::

CnsKent-M says:
::drifting into a deep sleep::

Ops_Gregg FC: aye sir..::lowers the forcefield and locks all personnel in the brig and transports:: (Transporter.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
:: Being beamed..::

CE_Susman says:
:: feels nothing, ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ :: 

MO_Asimov says:
:; arrive in sickbay.. Put Susman on a biobed.. think that he should put him on a diet... he's getting a little heavy.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::materializes in sickbay and helps Anna to a biobed::

CSO_Gol says:
::feels dematerialization begin, thinks oh great now where am I headed::

FC_Triton says:
XO: I will release the force field as soon as all of you have passed complete physicals and the data has been verified by SO Jabsa

TAC_Likar says:
::Feels stupid... has no idea what's been going on::

SO_Jabsa says:
::nods at FCO after hearing his words::

MO_Asimov says:
:: feel like he just exercise for the all day.. ::

CMOLinard says:
Anna: how are you feeling?

CSO_Gol says:
::rematerializes in sickbay::

MO_Asimov says:
:: tell Ezel that she can return back to her quarter.. see that his shift won't be over until another 4 hours.. .. ::

FC_Triton says:
OPS: coordinate with SO Jabsa and keep flooding the ship with the sonic patterns until the crew in sickbay has been cleared...

Ops_Gregg says:
::nods to FC::

CMOLinard says:
*Triton* Triton: Welcome back Lientenant...::smiles::

SO_Jabsa says:
::smiles at Gregg:: OPS: I just got a report for five dogs who are going crazy out of this

CnsKent-M says:
::slowly wakes::Linard: I feel... weak...

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: Hello Doc., everything going well? And one other thing, why am I here???

Host XOmathews says:
CMO: How is Anna?

FC_Triton says:
*Linard* Glad to be back,,,Sir thank you for making my homecoming memorable....::smiles::

MO_Asimov says:
Kent: I think that this patient need to stay bed.. I will take good care of you my dear..

Ops_Gregg says:
::turns to the SO:: SO: well let them bark up a tree,Hmm say the holodecks perhaps?

CE_Susman says:
:: starts to awake ::.. WWWWWWHHHHHHHHOOOOOOOAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!!!! :: extends arms ::

CMOLinard says:
Anna: alright....lie still for a while......she's takes a lot out of you doesn't she?.....you'll be alright

CMOLinard says:
XO: she's fine Cmdr.....she just needs a little rest

SO_Jabsa says:
::laughs at OPS::

CnsKent-M says:
Mo/CMO: Ok, Doctor

MO_Asimov says:
:: see Susman getting awake ::Susman: Well Lieutenant.. had enough beauty sleep for today ??

CMOLinard says:
*Triton* ...I wouldn't have it any other way....I know how you love a little excitement

SO_Jabsa says:
*CMO, CSO* I will need the data for verification in my console, so we can lower the forcefields, sirs

CnsKent-M says:
Kathleen: yes, too much.

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: Doctor, why am I here?

FC_Triton says:
*CMO*:: please establish a datalink with the SO

CE_Susman says:
:: takes out the hypospray of Asimov :: You put it again on me and I'll kill you, understood?....:: frowns ::

CSO_Gol says:
SO: What data? ::thinks I need a vacation::

MO_Asimov says:
Susman: Hey.. that's my hypospray.. do you see me go around and stole your EPS modulator... hmm ??

CMOLinard says:
FC: Aye

CnsKent-M says:
Austin: I'll be fine, sweetheart... I'm just tired.

SO_Jabsa says:
*CSO* About the physicals on all of you in sickbay sir. To verify the aliens are gone for good.

MO_Asimov says:
Susman: Beside.. get back to bed.. XO's order..

Host XOmathews says:
Anna: I'm glad

CE_Susman says:
MO:.. No.. But I want you to do not put that thing on my neck again :: grins and gives back the hypo ::

CSO_Gol says:
*SO* You mean on everyone else BUT me, right?

CE_Susman says:
MO: XO, las pindongas :: grins evilly ::

FC_Triton says:
TAC: take command of the helm and move us away from the derelict remains

CMOLinard says:
CSO: We needed to get everyone out of the brig and to sickbay to make sure none of us were affected by what happened

SO_Jabsa says:
*CSO* ::smiling:: I am afraid the orders included you, sir.

CnsKent-M says:
::tries to smile::Austin: You look worried..

MO_Asimov says:
Susman: How do you want me to sedate you than.. with a stick ??

CSO_Gol says:
*SO* I'm fine no need for that, fit as a fiddle as I believe the saying goes.

CE_Susman says:
MO: Why not?.....The traditional method is always better... 

Host XOmathews says:
Anna: I can't help to

SO_Jabsa says:
*CSO* You'll have to convince the FCO ::grins::

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: Well I'm just fine I'll be going now. Have a wonderful day.

MO_Asimov says:
Susman: Really..well.. I won't be part of any kind of violence... however I know someone who might...

MO_Asimov says:
Computer: Computer.. activate EMH..

CMOLinard says:
CSO: acknowledged....you too...::smiles::

FC_Triton says:
OPS: please place the ship back on course for SB 69 Warp 2

Host AGM_John (EMH2 - Activate.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
<EMH>:Aloud: Please State the nature of the medical emergency..

CMOLinard says:
::gives Anna a sedative to help her rest::

CnsKent-M says:
::holds his hand:: Austin: I'll be fine... You heard Kathleen. Even she thinks so.

CSO_Gol says:
*FCO* You need to remove me from the list of people that need to get a check up.

Ops_Gregg FC: aye sir,::sets course for SB 69 and engages at Warp 2:: (Warp.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
EMH: Can you please knock down mister Susman with a stick ??

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: I don;t think so!

SO_Jabsa says:
FCO: The CSO doesn't want to be subjected to a physical, sir ::grins broadly::

FC_Triton says:
*CSO* You know I can't do that Danvar ::grinning::

CMOLinard says:
XO: She's in good hands Cmdr.....I'll take care of her....::smiles::

CE_Susman says:
EMH/MO: You better catch me. :: runs out the sickbay ::

MO_Asimov says:
CE: Come here you #@#@# ! ::runs after Susman::

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


